
Recruiting Questionnaire 
Beauty Therapist Trainee 

Name & Date: 

About Beauty Avenue 

1. How long has Beauty Avenue existed? 

☐3 years ☐5 years ☐10 years ☐+18 years 

2. Who founded Beauty Avenue? 

3. What is Beauty Avenue known for? 

Treatments 

4. What treatments does Beauty Avenue offer? 

☐Manicures ☐Pedicures ☐Nail extensions ☐Shellac ☐Acrylic Nails 

☐Facials ☐Gold facials ☐Permanent make-up ☐Body wraps ☐Cellulite treatments 

☐Massages ☐Sugaring ☐Threading   ☐Bikini Wax ☐Laser hair-removal 

☐Botox  ☐Spray Tan ☐Spa parties  ☐Blow-dry  ☐Brow Shaping 

5. What is sugaring? 

SPA & BROW BAR



Recruiting Questionnaire - Beauty Therapist Trainee

6. What is threading? 

7. What is aromatherapy? 

  

8. Why do people get facial treatments? 

9. What treatments have you performed professionally or at your beauty school? 

10. What treatments do you enjoy doing the most and why? 

Beauty brands 

11. What beauty brands have you professionally -or at school- worked with? 

☐Intelligent Nutrients ☐Aveda  ☐Dermalogica  ☐ Rudolph    ☐Jurlique  

☐Epiladerm  ☐Pandy’s ☐Alexandria  

☐Acquarella  ☐OPI   ☐Scotch Naturals ☐Shellac ☐Essie  

Other: 
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12. What can you tell about these brands? 

13. What beauty brands do you use at home?  

14. Why do you use these beauty brands at home? 

15. Please, describe your own skin type and your daily beauty ritual: 

16. What do you know about Intelligent Nutrients?  

17. Why do you think Beauty Avenue chose to work with Intelligent Nutrients? 

18. Why is it important to take care of the environment both at work and at home? 
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19. Please, describe what you normally do to take care of the environment: 

About you 

20. What are the things that keep you motivated in your private life? 

21. How would people you have worked with in the past describe you? 

22. What does it mean for you to be professional? 

23. How would your friends describe you? 
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24. What is your normal energy level? 

☐Very high ☐High    ☐Normal ☐Low       ☐Very low ☐Don’t know  

25. How many sick days have you had in your current/last work during the past year? 

26. If you had any sick days in your current/last work, please describe the reason(s) behind them:  

About your career 

27. Why would you like to become a Beauty Therapist (Kosmetolog)? 

28. What are the things that keep you motivated at work? 
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29. Are you comfortable touching people? 

☐Yes ☐No 

Why? 

30. Are you comfortable around naked people during body treatments? 

☐Yes ☐No 

Why? 

31. Are you comfortable doing treatments on other people’s intimate areas? 

☐Yes ☐No 

Why? 

32. Are you comfortable doing treatments on people of both sexes? 

☐Yes ☐No 

Why? 

33. Do you spend hours of your free time reading and learning about beauty trends, new and existent beauty 

treatments, beauty books, etc? 

☐Yes ☐No 

If yes, please describe how: 
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34. How important is your career to you? 

☐Extremely important ☐Very important    ☐Somewhat important   ☐Not so important   ☐Not important 

Why? 

You and Beauty Avenue 

35. Why did you apply for a position as a Beauty Therapist Trainee (kosmetologelev) with Beauty Avenue? 

36. What are your expectations about working as a Beauty Therapist Trainee at Beauty Avenue? 

37. What other clinics, spas and beauty salons did you also apply?  

38. Why did you choose to also apply to these clinics? 
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39. Would you eventually like to be hired at Beauty Avenue once your apprenticeship period finishes? 

☐Yes ☐No 

Why? 

40. Why should Beauty Avenue offer you an apprenticeship place? 

41. How difficult was this questionnaire? 

☐Very difficult  ☐Somewhat difficult ☐ Easy    ☐Somewhat easy    ☐Very easy
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